To
The Principals of all Medical College,
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.

Sir/Madam,

Sub:- Dr.NTRUHS-Examinations-Internal Assessment Marks and Attendance – Mandatory Display on College Notice Boards- Instructions - Regarding.

§ § §

With reference to the above, it is noticed that some Colleges are not displaying the Internal Assessment Marks and Attendance of all the students on their Notice Boards giving scope for Court cases against the University for which the University is not at fault, though it is obligatory on the part of the College to display the Internal Assessment Marks and Attendance of all the students on their Notice Board for the benefit of the students as per Dr.NTRUHS/MCI Regulations.

In view of the above, it is hereby informed that it is mandatory on the part of the College to display the Internal Assessment Marks and Attendance of all the students on their Notice Board for the benefit of the students as per Dr.NTRUHS/MCI Regulations, failing which necessary disciplinary action as deemed fit will be initiated including recovery of entire Legal Expenses ,if any on such Court cases.

The above instructions have to be adhered scrupulously.

Yours Sincerely

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

Copy to Registrar, Dr.NTRUHS,Vja
Vice Chancellor, Dr.NTRUHS,Vja.